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Abstract
In this article, I present an analysis of the conditions that led to the success of an NGO coalition to challenge
and bring about the suspension of a workfare program in Israel. I compare the Israeli contention against
workfare with similar mobilizations that took place in France and Germany, in order to identify conditions
that may enhance challenges to the politics of conditionality. I argue that the success of collective action
against a workfare programme in Israel was precipitated by the formation of a loose coalition of civil society
organizations which succeeded in seizing opportunities, gaining access to institutionalized political systems,
andmobilizing allies from the ranks of political elites. Moreover, I demonstrate these opportunities’ fluidity,
such that the loss of certain allies engendered the workfare programme’s rebirth. The article concludes by
outlining lessons that can be learned from this case.
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During the 1990s and 2000s, welfare states promoted a new regime of conditions of eligibility for
unemployment benefits and social assistance for working age individuals, based on the fulfillment of
obligations (Dwyer, 2004). Paradigmatic of conditionality, workfare engenders policy changes that spur
mobilization of the unemployed for collective action. Seldom have they been imposed from above without
meeting resistance and contention (Baumgarten & Lahusen, 2010; Krinsky 2008; Lahusen, 2013).

Since the 2000s, scholars have studied this mobilization of the unemployed against workfare. Most
studies focus on policy-making processes, examining contentious interactions and discourses among
organizations of the unemployed, trade unions, and state agencies as policy is being formulated (Baglioni,
2010). Others attend to the role of trade unions and unemployed workers’ organizations in mobilizing for
collective action (Chabanet, 2012). In their comprehensive analysis of the outcomes and dilemmas arising
from the move towards workfare and the marketization of employment services in Europe, Greer et al.
(2017, p. 172) raise the question as to how citizensmay “effectively resistmarketization and prevent it from
taking place,” but donot address it. On thewhole, research has tended to overlook the process and effects of
mobilization for collective action following workfare programme implementations (Krinsky, 2008; Reese,
2011). This article aims to contribute to addressing this lacuna.

Like in other nations where workfare has been introduced, in Israel protests emerged in the late 1990s
and early 2000s, first in response to mass unemployment and cuts in social assistance benefits, and finally,
to workfare policy proposals and implementation. However, unlike in other nations, and despite the weak
political status of the long term-unemployed and the NGOs agitating on their behalf, popular protest
eventually succeeded in bringing about the relatively rapid suspension of the workfare programme.
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As Reese (2011) notes, the workfare implementation process presents multiple opportunities for both
supporters andopponents todebate the fate of thewelfare state. In this article, I examineone suchopportunity.
I present an analysis of the process of a workfare programme’s implementation and the conditions it created
that fomented the formationof a loose coalition to agitate against the programmeand successfully bring about
its suspension only 5years after its inauguration. The coalition was based on ambiguous agreements among
various parties (Palier, 2005), motivated by a range of interests to oppose the workfare programme. It
employed various strategies, including seizing opportunities, gaining access to institutionalized political
systems, and mobilizing allies from the ranks of political elites, to ultimately bring about success in its
immediate aim. However, the coalition’s formation around each party’s interests led to its disintegration and
ultimate failure toopposeworkfareonce theworkfareprogrammeunderwent revisions to assuagemanyof the
demandsof the variousprotestingparties. I argue that this case demonstrates howpolicy context can influence
the shape of policy opposition, which in turn, when effective, can contribute to revising policy.

This Israeli case is especially worthy of attention since it showcases effective civic protest in response
to neoliberal economic reform, and since Israel shares – with certain distinctions – key characteristics
with conservative welfare states, such as France and Germany. Beginning in the late 1980s, like Israel,
Germany, and France were beset by steadily rising unemployment figures. However, unlike in Israel,
French and German pro-unemployed organizations had existed since the 1960s. In reaction to workfare
policy proposals, beginning in the late 1990s, these veteran organizations succeeded inmountingmassive
demonstrations, yet they ultimately failed in deterring workfare’s advance.

I open my analysis by giving a brief background of the scholarship of workfare implementation,
focussing on the cases in France and Germany, whose comparison with the Israeli case permits me to
highlight certain key factors that appear to have brought about the latter’s success. Next, I present the
workfare policy context in which the successful mobilization took place. Then I narrate the ways opposing
coalitions emerged, garnered wide-ranging support, and succeed in bringing about workfare’s suspension.
Finally, I narrate the changing policy and political conditions that led to the programme’s later reinstate-
ment. I conclude by outlining lessons that can be learned from this case: (1) gradual implementation opens
multiple opportunities to opponents of workfare to protest against it; (2) the outcomes of protest are
contingent upon the access of the protesters to the institutionalizedpolitical systems and themobilizationof
sympathetic allies from the political elites; and (3) ambiguous agreements amongst opponents of workfare
are fragile, and may be affected by changing opportunities and strategic interests of the parties involved.

NGOs, unions, and mobilization of the unemployed against activation and workfare

Scholars tend to consider the unemployed, and particularly the long-term unemployed, as weak
constituencies that lack resources to mobilize for collective action, generally characterizing them as
isolated, heterogeneous, and stigmatized groups (Bagguley, 1991; Baglioni, 2010; Porta, 2014). However,
as Tarrow (1996) notes, even the weakest and most marginalized groups can mobilize for collective
action given an adequate opportunity structure, as evinced by the mobilization of the long-term
unemployed in Europe since the late 1990s (Baglioni, 2010; Chabanet, 2012; Lahusen, 2013; Porta, 2014).

France, Germany, and Israel can –with some significant differences – qualify as conservative, Bismarck-
ianwelfare states (Palier, 2010). In such states, the labourmarket and social policy regimes contain inclusive
protection for insured workers and tightly regulated labour markets, making dismissals difficult. However,
since the 1990s, these states have undergone neoliberal reforms and moved away from the Bismarckian
welfare statemodel. Significantly, they have deregulated employment, leadingnot only to a deepening divide
between insiders and outsiders, but also to growth in the numbers of outsiders. These reforms contributed to
France, Germany, and Israel experiencing successive waves of unemployment, growth in long-term
unemployment, and growing numbers of social assistance recipients (Emmeneger et al., 2012).

Social assistance programmes suffer from aweak political status compared to unemployment benefits
(Clegg, 2002). Given the growth of working age social assistance beneficiaries during the period under
examination, and the promotion of policies to activate them, it is important to ascertain the position of
unions regarding the politics of conditionality and activation as trade unions have been the historical
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advocates of social rights (Clegg, Graziano, & van Wijnbergen, 2010). However, I maintain that it is the
specific structure and the form of unions’ institutional inclusion – the extent of their participation in the
administration and distribution of unemployment benefits – that seems to inform their participation, or
lack thereof, in coalitions that mobilize the unemployed against the politics of conditionality and
workfare programmes (Baumgarten & Lahusen, 2010).

While in France and Germany, social partners are involved in unemployment insurance through
tripartite public administration or bipartite self-administration (Ebbingahus, 2010), in Israel, neither the
Histadrut (General Organization of Workers) nor employers’ associations are involved in the admin-
istration of unemployment benefits.We expect unions to protect itsmembers’ interests, confirmed in the
Israeli case, but less so in contemporary research that presents a complicated and dynamic picture of
French and German unions’ stances vis-à-vis activation and non-unionized workers.

In France, due to their bipartite self-regulation (paritaire), unions first resisted the activation of the
insured unemployed while supporting the activation of social assistance recipients (Classen & Clegg, 2011,
2012).However, (Clegg,Graziano, & vanWijnbergen, 2010) found that in the 1990s, leadingFrench unions
(especially the Confederation Francaise democratique du travail (CFDT) and Force Ouvriere (FO)) shifted
their stance in favour of activation of the insured unemployed, mainly out of their interest to safely guard
their prerogatives in the administrative structures of labour market policies. Along with the changing
position of unions vis-à-vis activation, French unions’ political fragmentation helped contribute to the
emergence of autonomous organizations of the unemployed. These organizationswere able in the short run
to pressure governments, but their achievements were limited. Both the long-term unemployed and social
assistance recipients in France remain the targets of retrenchment policies (Daguerre, 2007, pp. 111–115).

The German case witnessed a different relationship to unions. Following the Green–Red coalition’s
election in 1999, its initiatives tomodernize the Social Democratic Party (SPD), promote the liberalization of
labour markets, and revamp unemployment benefits lead to the Hartz IV reforms. Coming into effect in
January2005, this policy abolished earnings-relatedunemployment assistance and transferredbeneficiaries to
a new assistance scheme (Arbeitslogenseld II), with flat-rate, means-tested, and tax-financed benefits. The
reformswere passed against the oppositionof theDGB (GeneralConfederationofTradeUnions, anumbrella
organization of trade unions) in particular. The DGB especially denounced the reduction of unemployment
benefits for union workers, but it was also critical of those measures that affected non-unionized workers.

Some leading members of the DGB joined a coalition of unemployed groups in the demonstrations
against Hartz IV in November 2003. Then in April 2004, the DGB led massive anti-Hartz IV demon-
strations. Coalitions of unions’ local branches, unemployed groups, anti-globalization organizations, far-
left political parties, and welfare recipients’ associations demonstrated at different locales in Germany
through October 2004, but the protests began to fade away upon activation’s implementation in January
2005 (Baumgarten & Lahusen, 2010).1 Not surprisingly, the support unions lent to non-union workers
stemmed from their organizational interests. Benassi and Dorigatti (2015) found that leading union IG
Metall perceived the Hartz IV reforms as a strategy to create a pool of cheap workers, whose availability
would eventually weaken unions’ bargaining power.

Across welfare states, the ambivalent or passive stance of unions vis-à-vis deteriorating benefits of the
unemployed and labour market dualization that preceded the introduction of workfare programmes,
created an organizational vacuum that was filled by various civil society organizations possessing
resources for mobilizing the unemployed (see eg. Baglioni, 2010; Cinalli & Gulister, 2010). In France
and Germany, a dense inter-organizational field of unemployed organizations first began to grow at the
local level (France in the 1980s and Germany in the 1990s), which gradually consolidated at the national
level during the late 1990s, in response to the state’s promotion of activation policies and the retrench-
ment of unemployment and social assistance benefits (Baumgarten & Lahusen, 2010; Chabanet, 2012).

In Israel, no autonomous organizations of the unemployed emerged during the twentieth century. By
the end of the 1990s, non-labour associations in civil society began to emerge, such as human rights and

1In November 2019, the Germany’s high court ruled against the cuts in Harz social benefits (Motson, 2019)
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peace advocacy groups. Some of these groups began to cater to the needs and interests of discriminated
groups and individuals, including temporary and foreign workers (Mundlak, 2009). Pro-unemployed
NGOs only emerged in Israel following the neoliberal restructuring of the political economy by the
1990s.

Neoliberal reforms in Israel and the introduction of workfare

As in France and Germany, one of neoliberal restructuring’s aims in Israel, initiated in the late 1980s and
1990s, was to replace a full employment policy with labour market flexibility (Rosenhek, 2004). To
achieve it, the state scaled down the public sector, reduced financial assistance, and allowed failing
businesses to close. As traditional industries (in textiles, food production, agriculture, and construction)
declined, their demand for workers fell sharply.

This reduced labour demand took place amidst a massive wave of immigration from the Former
Soviet Union (FSU), generating additional unemployment. Successive cycles of unemployment brought
over a 100 per cent increase in the number of unemployment beneficiaries from 1989 to 2000 rates of 8.9
and 9.3 per cent, respectively), with unemployment payments growing by some 137 per cent. In 2003, the
official unemployment rate reached 10.7 per cent of the working age population, although an unofficial
report claimed a high of 16.7 per cent (Anonymous, 2004)

Unskilled workers were especially affected, as they tend to experience longer unemployment spells than
do other workers (Achdut, Lavih, & Solah, 2000). Due to the limited duration of unemployment benefits,
the unemployed turned to the Social Assistance Programme for relief, leading to a dramatic increase
(nearly fivefold) in the number of working-age families who received social assistance benefits. Swelling
unemployment figures and expenditures towards the end of the 1990s opened awindow of opportunity for
the Ministry of Finance to renegotiate the Israel Employment Service’s (IES) form and function.

Rather than recognizing the role of neoliberal reforms and immigration, MoF senior bureaucrats
interpreted the unemployment crisis and, especially, growing public expenditures, as stemming from
what they viewed as the IES’s incompetent and irresponsible governance.2 Despite disagreements among
senior state bureaucrats over causes and solutions to the unemployment crisis, those elites promoting
commodification (primarily the MoF) gained dominance and succeeded in promoting interest in the
Wisconsin Works Programme (W-2), following its international acclaim for bringing about a sharp
decline in the social assistance (welfare) rolls in Wisconsin in the United States (Reese, 2011, p. 12).

Once W-2 gained popularity among Israel’s senior fiscal bureaucrats (for a detailed account, see
author Maron and Helman 2017; Helman and Maron 2018), the Minister of Labour and Social Welfare
appointed the Tamir commission to adapt and implement the programme in Israel (full name: the
Commission for the Reform of the Policy toward Working-Age Recipients of Subsistence Allowances).
The Tamir Commission advanced a new contract for social assistance beneficiaries, which emphasized
conditioning benefits on the fulfillment of obligations, that is, conditionality (Dwyer, 2004).

The Tamir Commission recommended running four experimental programmes in four areas of the
country, with each one-stop centre in each locale adhering to a different logic of action. One centre was to
be operated by the Israel Employment Service (IES) (previously charged with labour market mediation), a
second by a non-profit organization, a third by a for-profit organization, and a fourth through a
combination of for-profit and non-profit organizations. Discontent ensued as soon as the Tamir com-
mission published its recommendations and a coalition of NGOs, the Inter-organizational Forum against
Unemployment (FOSAU), quickly formed. But unlike in Germany, where demonstrations broke out
during the early stages of policymaking, FOSAU only began to lobby policy actors. The NGOs composing
the FOSAU came from other causes (mainly those related with the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, peace
endeavors and human rights) bringing with them skills and experiences to a new urgent issue.

2For a review of similar discontent among policy makers with the functioning of PES in Germany and the ensuing change in
governance, see Ebbinghaus and Eichhorst (2006); for Milwaukee, see Reese (2011, p. 83).
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FOSAU met with the Tamir Commission and then sent a detailed letter raising concerns regarding
the programmes’ compulsory character and the delegation of three of the centres to private agencies
(whether non-profit or for-profit). The FOSAU demanded that as the commission prepared its final
recommendations, it clarify that the proposed workfare programme cannot alone rescue an economy
plagued by unemployment but would only succeed in increasing employment if additional steps were
taken. FOSAU representatives further demanded that they be included in all stages of the programme’s
implementation (FOSAU, 2001).

While FOSAU was suspicious of the proposed workfare programme and demanded to have a
monitoring role throughout its implementation, a social-democratic research centre took a stronger
position, accusing the Tamir Commission of whitewashing a policy intended to erode the social safety
net (Svirsky, 2001). A number of unaffiliated organizations also presented concerns to the Tamir
Commission, including the Single Mothers’ Forum, which sent letters to female members of parliament
(henceforth MKs for members of Knesset) warning them of the backlash against single mothers. These
various lobbying efforts were met by the commission with polite rejection at best, if not complete
disregard.

In 2003, the proposed Mehalev programme (literally “From the Heart,” an acronym for “From
Welfare to Secure Employment”) was legislated as an experimental programme, but not fully in line with
the Tamir Commission’s recommendations. Notably, the IES was excluded.

The IES union, which until the 1990s was one of the strongest public sector unions, also took a stand
against the programme at its earliest stages. IES workers feared that the establishment of a new
institutional layer would lead to the full privatization of labour market mediation services, thereby
threatening their employment (Fox, 2017). This shift proved a crucial catalyst for the formation of a new
coalition, to now include the IES workers union.

Response to workfare policy: The formation and efficacy of loose protesting coalitions

Excluding the IES, and targeting a wide range of diverse populations for participation in the Workfare
Programme, including Palestinian citizens, recent immigrants from the FSU, ultra-orthodox Jews
(Haredim), and other traditionally low-income communities, created a policy context that inspired a
multifarious opposition. The same law that established the workfare programme, the Appropriations
and Reconciliations Omnibus Law (2003–2004), also made a series of programmatic changes to the
Social Assistance Programme, including adjustments to eligibility criteria and benefit rules, retrenching
benefits by an average of 30 per cent. Families headed by single mothers were especially affected,
immediately spurring the first wave of protests, which lasted for 3months, assisted by various NGOs
(Korazin-Koroky and Benish, 2011).

At the same time, NGOs (Commitment for Peace and Social Justice and Community Advocacy)
initiated their opposition by appealing to the Supreme Court, questioning the constitutionality of the
extensive cuts in social assistance benefits. According to the petitioners, the new law violated “the right of
recipients of benefits to a dignified existence” (Institute, 2003). However, unlike in France, where
retraction of benefits was averted through judicial appeal, (Chabanet, 2012, p. 50), in Israel the Court
did not side with the litigants.

Then, in 2004, the original FOSAU resisting coalition re-assembled under the name of Mehalev
Watch to monitor the programme’s implementation, ensure participants’ rights, and voice their
expected grievances. Mehalev Watch wanted participants to become insured workers and demanded
they receive training accordingly (Amzaleq et al., 2008). At this point, neither the Histadrut3 nor the IES
union raised their voices against the impending implementation of the workfare programme.

3We can explain theHistadrut’s indifference vis-à-vis the retrenchment of social assistance benefits and the protests that took
place against the workfare programme by considering several factors. First, it has always beenmarginal in the administration of
unemployment and social assistance benefits. Second, the decline of the Labour party, that in the past was associated with the
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Mehalev Watch began its work by conducting research on the outcomes of the W-2 programme as
implemented in the United States. It expressed apprehension about certain differences in the Israeli
version, particularly its economic incentives for private contractors to make hasty employment place-
ments in a slow labourmarket with insufficient regulations: “We are afraid that the programme will turn
into an assembly line of poor workers” (Benish & Epstein, 2004; Watch, n.d.). These initial challenges
served as antecedents to the contentious field that rapidly began to emerge.

Despite the political weakness of NGOs in Israel (Ben-Eliezer, 1998), a lack of support by the
Histadrut, and a smear campaign against the unemployed launched by theMinistry of Finance, Mehalev
Watch succeeded in seizing opportunities to reach certain policy makers andmake them receptive to the
claims of the unemployed. It also managed to exacerbate public debate over workfare, and most
importantly, recruit the allegiance of MKs.

In August 2005,Mehalev came into effect with the establishment of four one-stop centres serving four
cities and their surrounding areas in four different areas of the country (Ashkelon, Hadera, Jerusalem,
and Nazareth). While in Germany protests had erupted prior to workfare’s implementation, in Israel
demonstrations first erupted in the different locales from themoment social assistance beneficiaries were
summoned to appear, with demonstrations and marches organized by local NGOs in each of the four
cities. These were spontaneous, ad-hoc demonstrations, not coordinated with Mehalev Watch.

In Nazareth, 300 people demonstrated under the slogan: “Wisconsin is a racist programme that
humiliates the unemployed,” implying that the workfare programme specifically targeted the already
weakened economic position of Palestinian citizens of Israel. Here, local organizations – Sawt el-Amel
(TheWorker’s Voice)4 and the Popular Committee Against theWisconsin Programme, accompanied by
an oppositionMK – claimed that the programme had failed abroad and that its real purpose was to get as
many people as possible off social assistance rolls, not to provide secure employment. They further
emphasized that so long as the government did not generate local employment opportunities, there was
no point in implementing the programme (Ashkenazy, 2005). In Ashkelon, demonstrations were
organized by a local organization, programme participants, and Shatil5 (Pozner, 2006). They succeeded
in mobilizing the city council to establish a local commission of inquiry (Sinai, 2005b). Large demon-
strations also took place in Jerusalem and Hadera.

Seemingly aloof to the agitation, in January 2006, the Ministry of Industry, Commerce, and
Employment organized a conference in Jerusalem to celebrate the first 6months of the programme’s
implementation. Two demonstrations took place outside the conference venue. The Youth Caucus of the
Israel Beyteinu Party6 organized a demonstration of workfare participants, largely FSU immigrants, who
protested against the programme’s infringement on their social rights, honor, and right to subsistence
(Arutz 7, 2006). The other demonstration was the first one led by Mehalev Watch, which distributed
dolls – carrying signs withmessages, representing workfare recipients – to conference participants. Black
balloons signifying the deleterious effects of the programme flew overhead and flyers containing
demands and slogans were distributed to attendees and passersby. While workfare participants’

Histadrut. Third, the dissolution of the Ghent system (providing pensions and healthcare services to workers) brought about a
sharp decline inHistadrutmembership, equipping it with less resources for addressing issues outside its direct interests (Davidi,
2005; Doron, 2008; Kristal & Cohen, 2007; Mundlak, 2009). Moreover, during the period under analysis, the Histadrut, as
opposed to unions in France and Germany, concentrated on thwarting attempts to degrade the working conditions and salaries
of insiders, flexibilize the labour market, and erode pensions (see Gal & Achdut, 2007).

4Sawt el-Amal (The Worker’s Voice) was founded in 1999 by workers and unemployed Palestinian citizens of Israel from
Nazareth and its surrounding villages in order to support their community’s poor and unemployed.

5Shatil is the operating arm of the New Israel Fund (a philanthropic organization of Israeli, European, and North American
Jews). Its main purposes are to strengthen civil society organizations striving for democracy and social justice in Israel. Shatil
provides capacity building and consultation services toNGOs, it engages in networking and organizing and advocacy and policy
change (http://english.shatil.org.il/our-mission/).

6The Israel Beyteinu (Israel is our Home) party was founded by Avigdor Lieberman prior to elections for the 15th Knesset
(1999). It appeals mainly to immigrants from the FSU. Yisrael Beyteinu presents a combination of hawkish positions in the
political-security sphere alongside secular-civil positions in the religious-secular and economic divides.
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discontent drew public attention, advocacy NGOs’ involvement in agitation played a central role in
lending events greater resonance.

In contrast to workfare participants, advocacy NGOs were experienced and savvy in mobilizing the
press; daily newspapers began to report the workfare participants’ voicings of complaints and grievances,
including the programme’s failure to deliver professional training. Press reported (Ashkenazy, 2006)
persons with serious disabilities were not exempted from the work eligibility test and were assigned to
community service and or unhealthy work places unfitted to their age and health condition. Moreover,
the press reported that case managers were rewarded for closing cases and for sanctioning participants
(Grinberg & Sinai, 2006; Rapoport, 2006; Sinai, 2005a).

In addition to giving voice to the grievances of workfare participants, MehalevWatch also challenged
the programme’s basic rationality. This challenge was echoed in the Association for Civil Rights (ACRI)
annual report, which lambasted the government for forsaking its responsibility towards its poorest
citizens:

The declared purpose of the [workfare] program is to integrate social assistance beneficiaries into
the labor market. But as stated by the government’s representatives, the program’s goal is to save
social assistance payments. Its purpose is not to improve the participants’ quality of life, but to
relieve the state of its responsibility for beneficiaries’ welfare. (ACRI, 2005)

MehalevWatch’s NGOs were composed mainly of middle class social democratic activists. Although
workfare programme participants attended the demonstrations they organized, the compulsory char-
acter of the programme and the fear of benefit sanctions constrained their taking on bold leadership
roles.

Mehalev Watch in Israel assumed a dual role throughout the period of contention. They engaged in
class advocacy – disseminated research, publishedmedia commentaries, and organized protests – as well
as case advocacy, conducting both in tandem. In three out of the four programme cities Hadera,
Jerusalem, and Nazareth – different advocacy NGOs opened offices next to the one-stop centres and
made their presence known by distributing flyers to workfare participants. Their engagement in case
advocacy enabled them to become directly acquainted with the participants’ tribulations and the
programme’s routine workings. Case advocacy also granted participants needed recognition. In contrast
to pro-unemployed and welfare civil society organizations in Germany, which had professionalized as
service organizations in the 1990s, ready to re-politicize in the wake of the Hartz reforms (Baumgarten &
Lahusen, 2010, p. 59–60), Israeli advocacy NGOs followed a reverse path, engaging in remedial action
speedily as the result of their political action.

The Mehalev Watch NGO coalition’s strategies varied according to institutional setting. Whereas on
workfare hotlines and at the centres, various advocacyNGOs advised participants andmediated between
them and the authorities, at parliamentary commissions and vis-à-vis the press, these same coalition
sought recognition and legitimacy for participants’ claims and challenged workfare’s basic rationality.
They employed a human rights discourse to frame their opposition and articulate the ways workfare
violates social rights, as well as criticized the privatization of labour-market mediation services, the
deregulated labour market, and the state’s abdication of responsibility towards its poorest citizens.

Whereas in France and Germany, organizations of the unemployed lacked access to the institution-
alized political system (Chabanet, 2012), in Israel MehalevWatch lobbiedMKs (members of parliament
or Knesset), participated as guests at parliamentary committees deliberating on the programme, and
bridged factional political gaps to succeed in generating significant political support (Amzaleq et al.,
2008). Their access to elected politicians dealing with social policy was further facilitated by the low-
profile standing of social policy from among Israel’s policy domains (Kriesi, 2004, p. 77), as opposed to
the high profile of the national security domain and their participation as guests in parliamentary
committee hearings, that granted the NGOs the opportunity to approach MKs and enlist them. The
active enlistment of MKs as key allies rendered them more receptive to the claims of workfare
programme participants and their civil society allies. Lobbying elected politicians belonging to both
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the ruling coalition and the parliamentary opposition proved especially strategic, as it took advantage of,
and even deepened, disagreements within the ruling coalition, which bore fruit in the next elections and
formation of a government.

At an urgent meeting convened in January 2006 by the Knesset State Control Committee, the ruling
coalition, opposition MKs, mayors of the cities in which the programme operated, and advocacy NGOs
demanded an investigation by the state comptroller (Comptroller, 2007). Lauding the NGOs foresight in
reaching out to the state comptroller, one ruling coalition MK (Yuri Shtern, Israel Beytenu) notably
spoke in protest against private contractors’ unlimited discretion to sanction workfare participants and
questioned the system’s perverse reward incentives:

How can the state create a situationwhere the authority to deny social assistance benefits is granted to
private agencies whose main purpose is to gain from the savings in allowances? Believe me, it is a lot
easier to kick people off the rolls than to really assist them in finding employment. (Knesset, 2006).

While in Germany and France, minority left-leaning parties, with no political representation,
supported the unemployed, in Israel, conservative right leaning parties supported by participants in
the programme joined the left-wing NGOs in initiating an offensive in parliament against workfare. In
Israel, the definition of left and right in politics differs from in European countries. The Israeli left–right
divide refers mainly to issues of national security, not to social rights and the welfare state. Parties may
hold hawkish stances regarding the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, but at the same time support expansive
social policies. An alliance of strange bedfellows thus began to coalesce at this watershed meeting, where
peace and social justice NGOs joined with two right-wing political parties. Two parties from the ruling
coalition had constituents participating in the workfare programme, Israel Beyteinu, representing
immigrants from the FSU, and Shas,7 representing ultra-orthodox Mizrahim of low socio-economic
status. From the opposition, Hadash represented Palestinian citizens of Israel of low socio-economic
status. These ideologically contrasting parties thus found common ground against welfare state
retrenchment and workfare.

Reese notes, “If policies have inclusive targets, there are greater opportunities to build broad,
influential social movement coalitions” (Reese, 2011, p. 33). Israel’s workfare is a case in point:
mobilization of NGOs and political parties followed from their mandates and constituencies. The
inclusiveness of the workfare policy thereby catalyzed the bridging of ideological and partisan interests
in generating a united opposition to workfare.

By 2007, protests, litigation, and the formation of a new governmental coalition following elections
brought about the workfare programme’s reorganization under a new name: Orot La0taasuka (Beacons
of Employment). Under its auspices, Ely Ishay, the incoming Minister of Industry, Trade, and Employ-
ment, introduced key changes. The reward system basis for the implementing private agencies shifted to
numbers of job placements from reduction of social assistance rolls, but without specifying individually
tailored services. Temporary and permanent exemptions were added for certain categories of partici-
pants: people over age 45, holders of BAs and higher degrees –mainly new immigrants from the former
Soviet Union and Torah students – and the disabled (Anonymous, 2007). The exceptions clearly targeted
the constituents of Israel Beyteinu and Shas (Ishay’s political party). Ishay then declared that the
programme would be expanded to two new locales.

The programme’s reorganization opened a new window of opportunity for its opponents. In 2008, a
reorganized coalition of NGOs headed by Rabbis for Human Rights8 (henceforth RHR coalition)
responded to recommendations issued by an academic-public commission monitoring the programme,

7Shas is a religious party in Israel. Founded in 1984 under the leadership of Rabbi Ovadia Yosef, it primarily represents the
interests of ultra-Orthodox Mizrahi Jews.

8Including Rabbis for Human Rights, the Mizrahi Democratic Rainbow, Singur Kehilati, Ma’an, and the Alternative
Information Centre. The re-organized coalition expanded to include Ma’an and the Alternative Information Centre voicing
the grievances of the Palestinian citizens of Israel and Palestinian inhabitants of East Jerusalem participating in the workfare
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which had endorsed the changes introduced byMinister Ishay, called for the programme’s continuation
and expansion, and reiterated its underlying logics. The coalition challenged the programme’s rationality
and its construction of the target population as job snobs and scroungers, advancing an alternative
framing of the problem in a pamphlet:

We do not agree that the long-term unemployed do not want to work.9 We maintain that the
problem is utterly different. The problem stems from the structure of the labor market and the
educational, training, and transportation systems. The program does not provide answers to these
problems. Activating the unemployed through sanctions—instead of creating jobs, raising the
minimum wage, enforcing labor legislation, and improving education—is a war against the poor
and not a war against poverty. (Tanami, 2008)

In the same pamphlet, the RHR coalition proposed alternatives to the workfare programme, empha-
sizing the state’s responsibility to create decent jobs, education, and training for the unemployed, as
well as to strictly enforce labour protections, especially for those at the lower rungs of the labour
market.

Although the programme’s reorganization was expected to mollify protest against the programme,
especially among members of theWelfare, Labour and Health Commission of the Knesset, mobilization in
fact expanded, since the changeswere only cosmetic without altering the programme’s underlying rationale.
By this time, thanks to the programme’s gradual and experimental implementation, the partnership among
the RHR coalition, the MKs, and IES union grew stronger (Mandelkern & Koreh, 2018).

In 2008, the Knesset voted to extend the experimental programme for 2 years (through the Omnibus
Law), in spite of strong opposition, while theMoF drafted plans to expand it to the national level with the
establishment of one-stop centres in 30 areas to be run by 6 for-profit and non-profit organizations. The
programme’s proposed national implementation was to require participation with no exceptions by all
working-age social assistance beneficiaries (Dinur, 2007; Sinai, 2008a). Minister Ishay opposed this
nationwide expansion in the absence of a comprehensive programme to fight poverty, as well as its
outsourcing to private contractors, instead proposing that the IES play a role in implementation (Peled,
2008). The IES and its union were also adamantly opposed to the expansion unless it administered the
programme (Peled, 2008; Sinai, 2008b). Moreover, the IES workers’ union claimed time and again that
they could perform the work of integrating social assistance beneficiaries into the work force, should the
MoF allocate them the necessary resources (Knesset, 2009). NGOs, the ruling coalition, and opposition
members of the Knesset Finance Committee and Labour, Social Welfare, and Health Commission also
opposed it on this and other grounds.

A new window of opportunity for challengers opened in 2009, as the initial law launching the
programme approached expiration. The governing coalition decided to exclude the programme’s
expansion from the Omnibus Law (Lavie, 2009; Zarhia, 2009), thus requiring the drafting of two bills
for consideration before the full Knesset, one approving the programme’s nation-wide implementation
and the other proposing expansion to only two more cities.

As the time to vote on the bills approached, the RHR coalition disseminated a booklet in the Knesset
(RHR, DMR, & ACRI, 2009), challenging multiple aspects of the proposals. At the end of April 2010, the

programme. Rabbis for Human Rights voiced the grievances of Israeli Jewish and Palestinians. Commitment for Peace and
Justice dropped from the coalition.

9The NGOs coalition sought to destigmatize the long-term unemployed, and, capitalizing on the centrality of work, offered
an alternative explanation for the causes of long-term unemployment and poverty. Whereas the fiscal bureaucracy attributed
poverty to individual factors such as lack of motivation to work and to dependence in social benefits, workfare opponents
attributed it to structural forces. As the workfare program was a “work first program,” it did not provide the participants with
professional training. EmulatingW-2, if participants attended activities, they were generally nomore than classes inmotivation
and soft skills. Moreover, transportation and child care issues were especially acute for Arab participants, due to the lack of child
care centers (Almagor-Lotan, 2008; Shatawi & Forum, 2010) and poor public transportation in Arab towns and villages.
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Labour, Social Welfare, and Health Commission held heated deliberations over the bills. In a climate of
mounting opposition and with the publication of an analysis by the Legal Aid Department of the
Ministry of Justice noting the programme’s faults and abuses, the Labour, Social Welfare, and Health
Commission of the Knesset rejected both bills, effectively suspending the programme (Lavie, 2010;
Zarhia, 2010).

Workfare’s revision and reinstatement

Despite the programme’s abrupt termination, efforts to reinstate workfare persisted. The Ministry of
Finance prepared new initiatives and struggled to restore workfare as the dominant policy logic of its
labour and social policy regime. InMay 2013, following a newly formed government, theMoF brought to
the Knesset a proposal to renew the programme, this time at the national level. Learning from previous
experiences and in order to avoid protest and opposition, the MoF proposed to operate the programme
under the auspices of the IES. This was the most fundamental change introduced to the proposal (for
similar processes in Europe, see Greer et al., 2017). The Knesset approved the proposal, establishing a
new programme, Ma’agaley Hataasuka (Circles of Employment), at nine branches of the IES. Then in
2014, the MoF attempted to expand the programme nationally using temporary employees rather than
IES staff members. Naturally, the IES workers’ union opposed it and the expansion was stalled. In 2016,
an agreement with the IES union enabled the programme’s expansion. The agreement regulated the
relations between the external providers (mainly coachers and instructors in the different workshops
provided by the programme) and the IES’s employees (for details on the agreement see Adut, 2017). By
the end of that year, it reached implementation in 26 IES branches, with plans to continue nationwide
expansion and uphold it as the central programme of labour market and social policy (Adut, 2017).
While some attempts were made by RHR and ACRI to mobilize opinion against this latest iteration of
the programme (Lev, 2014; ACRI, 2014), they failed to spur collective action.

The programme’s reformulation as a public project within the IES eliminated opposition by elected
politicians and the IES union. The IES attained its main objective, administering the programme, and
therefore, they had no reason to protest against or to oppose it. Not only did the MoF include the IES to
mollify it, but itmade sure that to address other concerns such as: (1) targeting social assistance recipients
closer to the labour market (as opposed to inclusion of the hard to place in Mehalev/Orot Ha’taasuka).
(2) Elimination of economic incentives for the reduction of social assistance rolls and fast placements in
the labourmarket. (3)Making the participation in the programme voluntary at first. (4)Withholding the
authority of coachers to sanction beneficiaries. Circles of Employment is still a work-first programme,
but less demanding than the previous Mehalev and Orot La0Taasuka.

Since the agitating NGOs and the IES workers’ union opposition to the workfare programme was
based on ambiguous agreement, once the IES succeeded in administering the programme, the coalition
lost most of its partners and power, and former allies among the political elites, the IES union, and the
press expressed no discontent with the new programme (Frankel, 2019; Lavie, 2017).

Alongside the compulsory Circles of Employment programme administered by the IES, the Ministry
of Labour, Welfare and Social Services encourages participation in voluntary employment programmes
for special groups (youth at risk; ultra-orthodox men and women; Arab women; Ethiopian new
immigrants; and persons with disabilities) run by NGOs. Similarly to France’s insertion initiatives
(Schulte et al., 2018) where there is leeway for local, decentralized initiatives that challenge the state’s
workfare logics, the voluntary programmes in Israel, while being subsidized by the state, are not one-size-
fits-all programmes, and their underlying rationale is to adapt to the different target groups’ needs.10

Has the conflict over the fate of Israel’s state welfare state been settled?While between 2004 and 2010,
re-commodifiers and de-commodifiers each tried to advance their logics and position, in the end, since

10https://www.molsa.gov.il/employment/welfarepopulationsemployment/employmentprograms/Pages/
EmploymentPrograms.aspx
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2014, positions became renegotiated and a common ground was established whereby both sides could
have some of their goals. The MoF neoliberal reformers got workfare, albeit in a milder form that they
initially sought. The IES got to not only keep its position, but expand their roles and ranks. The long term
unemployed got a less punitive programme, although their salaries do not seem to have improved (Adut,
2017; Schlosser & Shannan, 2018).

Concluding remarks

The promotion of the politics of conditionality represented a path breaking change in contemporary
welfare states. These policy changes, that conditioned the eligibility for unemployment and social
assistance benefits on the fulfillment of obligations, engendered debates over the fate of the welfare
state, between de-commodifiers and re-commodifiers, and spurred contention and resistance.

While the promotion of workfare, as paradigmatic of the politics of conditionality spurred protest, the
mobilization for collective action occurred at different stages of the policy-making process. Moreover,
the outcomes of collective action against workfare were contingent upon the specificities of national
institutions and politics.

The comparison of protests against workfare programmes in three Bismarckian welfare states –
Germany, Israel and France – permits demarcation of conditions that may explain different outcomes of
these challenges.

A first lesson that can be learned from the analysis of the Israeli case is that the process of
implementation and especially gradual implementation provides multiple windows of opportunity for
opponents of workfare to form loose coalitions of resistance, that gather momentum at the different
stages of implementation, and to bring about the interruption of workfare programmes. While in
Germany massive opposition took place during the initial stages of policy making, and faded after the
implementation of Harziv, Israel exhibits a different trajectory. Protest and contention were initiated in
Israel during the process of implementation, lead by small and weak NGOs that sought to give voice to
the grievances of the programme’s participants. While the IES union did not participate in the protests,
nor was part of the NGOs coalition, it opposed to the workfare programme fearing that its implemen-
tation would threaten their employment and perhaps even lead to its obsolescence. Thus, an ambiguous
agreement-based on different reasons and interests to oppose the workfare programme emerged.

However, another condition was pivotal for the ambiguous agreement to bring about policy change.
This a second and fundamental lesson that can be gained from the Israeli case and that determined the
outcomes of the mobilization against workfare. Reese (2011, pp. 32–33) claims that “poor peoples’
mobilization tends to be the most successful in winning benefits when […] government allies are
present.”The Israeli case shows that critical to the outcomes ofmobilization, was the capacity ofNGOs to
take advantage of the political climate in Israel, where programme’s participants had representatives in
the ruling coalition. Moreover, the NGOs coalitions were able to bridge across deeply ingrained
ideological divisions between right and left, and between coalition partners and the opposition, thereby
strengthening the opposition to the workfare programme and eventually bringing about its interruption.

However, cooperation among NGOs, unions, and political elites may be temporary and fragile,
especially if these coalitions are based on ambiguous agreement. Given the different interests and reasons
underpinning the ambiguous agreement, these coalitions will tend to lose their power, once a key party
succeeds in gaining some achievements. Unions eithermobilize against or support activation, depending
on their strategic interests. Governments promoting workfare programmes may succeed in co-opting
members of the challengers’ coalition, as was the case when the Israeli government co-opted the IES by
awarding it implementation of the programme, thereby mollifying the opposition of MKs and the IES
union and weakening the NGO coalition. RHR coalition ultimately found itself alone in challenging the
programme.

In sum, the Israeli case shows that the implementation stage of workfare programmes creates
opportunities for mobilization against them (Reese, 2011). However, mobilization outcomes are not
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only contingent upon the existence of a wide network of pro-unemployed organizations, but also upon
challengers’ access to the institutionalized political system and possibilities for capitalizing on discon-
tents and controversies over the fate of the welfare state amongst elected politicians. Finally, it is
important to recognize that alliances among resisters are invariably fragile, affected by changing
opportunities and strategic interests of the actors involved.

Disclosure statement. No potential conflict of interest was reported by the author.
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